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ABSTRACT
The Intrinsic Low-Dimensional Manifold (ILDM) has been adopted as an approximation
to the slow manifold representing the long-term evolution of a non-linear chemical system.
The computation of the slow manifold simplifies the model without sacrificing accuracy be-
cause the trajectories are rapidly attracted to it. The ILDM has been shown to be a highly
accurate approximation to the manifold when the curvature of the manifold is not too large.
An efficient method of calculating an approximation to the slow manifold which may be
equivalent to the ILDM is presented. This method, called Functional Equation Truncation
(FET). is based on the assumption that the local curvature of the manifold is negligible,
resulting in a locally linearized system. This system takes the form of a set of algebraic equa-
tions which can be solved for given values of the independent variables. Two-dimensional
and three-dimensional models are used to test this method. The approximations to one-
dimensional slow manifolds computed by FET are quite close to the corresponding ILDMs
and those for two-dimensional ones seem to differ from their ILDM counterparts.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Chemical arid biochemical reactions typically involve many species including reactants, in-
termediates, and products, and take place on time scales stretching from femtoseconds to
years. People who study these reactions analytically are fond of the freedom of knowing the
concentration correlations among the species throughout the course of the reaction. Because
of the transitoriness of most intermediates, among many other factors, modern measuring
devices are often unable to capture the instantaneous concentration of all the species at
the same time. Therefore, people are impelled to use mathematical models to express the
interrelations among species to help monitor and control system behaviour. These chemical
models often take the form of non-linear differential equations that generally do not have
analytical solutions. The obvious solution to this problem is to compute them numerically,
which is done by assuming an initial condition for each concentration variable and using a
very small time interval St. to replace the infinitesimal dt to calculate the concentrations at
the next time point. This approach can be quite easily carried out on modern computers,
but it has limitations. One of the major limitations is that the number of differential equa-
tions generated can be very high even for only a few coupled reaction pathways making the
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computational time required correspondingly long. The other is that the interpretation of
simulation results is difficult because of the lack of understanding of the correlation between
species.
An alternative way to solve the problems associated with chemical modelling is to reduce
the model and to find analytical approximations to the real solution(s). Over the last decade
or so, various model reduction methods have been developed [2,6-10,15-17,22.24.26,29].
Most of these methods take advantage of the fact that chemical species often relax in
hierarchical order [3, 11,28]. From a geometrical point of view, the chemical species in
the mathematical model are attracted to surfaces of increasingly lower dimension that are
collectively called slow invariant manifolds or simply slow manifolds [7]. The purpose of
this thesis is to introduce a new model reduction method that approximates various levels
of slow manifold with reasonable accuracy and speed.
To start, let us examine some simple methods that separate hierarchical relaxation order.
1.1 Steady-state approximation
Below is a simple enzyme-kinetics mechanism first proposed by Wurtz [31] in 1880 and
popularised by Leonor Michaelis and Maud Menten [20] (after whom it is named) in the
early 20th century:
fe-i
where E is the enzyme. 5 is the substrate, P is the product, and C is called the Michaelis
complex, which is the intermediate between the substrate and the product, generated by
combining one molecule of the substrate and one molecule of the enzyme. The k's are the
rate constants.
This reaction mechanism can be mathematically represented with the following system
of equations:
C = kiES - k2C - k
', (1-la)
(Lib)
(Lie)
(Lid)
where the capital letters represent the concentrations of the corresponding chemical species
and the dots above them are used to denote time derivatives so that, for example, E = ^ .
Other than the equations above, there are some values in the reaction that are conserved
throughout. For every reacted molecule of 5, one molecule of C is generated and when this
molecule of C reacts further, one molecule of P is produced. Therefore,
5 + C + P = SQ. (1.2)
SQ is a constant that depends on the initial concentrations in a particular experiment.
Similarly, there is another obvious conservation equation:
E + C = EQ, (1.3)
where, again, EQ is constant.
The significance of equations (1.2) and (1.3) is that they allow any two species concen-
trations to be calculated from the other two. As a consequence, the original rate equations
can be reduced so that fewer variables still carry the same amount of information.
The reduced system from equations (1.1) is
C = kl(E0-C}S-k2C-k-iC. (
Although we have now reduced the system from four differential equations to only two, they
still cannot be solved analytically. Further reduction is required.
One of the analytical methods, the equilibrium approximation or EA. exploits the as-
sumption of equilibrium for the first step and is valid if the second step of the reaction is
much slower than the backward reaction of the first step, i.e.. if k-\ ~^> k2:
ES _ fc_! _ (E0-C)S
c ~ IT ~ c • (L5)
Using this equation to replace (EQ — C)S in equation (1.4b), one can integrate equation
(1.4b) to yield
C = Me~k2t,
where M is an integration constant. By substituting the result for C back into equation
(1.5), S can be obtained as:
Another method makes the assumption that the substrate concentration is in great
excess over the enzyme concentration (S >> E) which is often true under in vitro conditions.
With the exception of the initial stage of the reaction, which is usually very brief compared to
the whole course, C remains approximately constant until the substrate is nearly exhausted.
Therefore, the rate of consumption of C is the same as the rate of synthesis, which means
C is at a steady state, and the assumption is called the steady state assumption, or SSA [1].
This assumption implies the following equation:
dt ~~
Substitute the above into equation (1.4b) so that C can be solved for as a function of S:
~ " + k2 + k-i'
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By substituting it into equation (1.4a). one can obtain the degenerated differential equation:
The integrated form of this result, implicitly, is
(fc_i + fe2) In 5 + Ski = -kik2E0t.
This solution tends to the solution of equations (1.4) as long as the condition for the SSA
holds.
1.2 Eraser's iterative method
Ever since the equilibrium and steady-state approximations were proposed, a fair amount
of attention has been devoted to these two methods. Most of this work was directed toward
either finding the conditions under which these two methods are valid or generalizing them
so that they can be applied to mechanisms that have more steps. Despite all the studies on
SSA and EA, they still have some unresolvable disadvantages. Among the most important
is that the approximations they make do not belong to a hierarchy that allows the true
solution to be asymptotically approached, making further work based on them not very
promising.
In order to further approach the true solution, another method is proposed by Fraser [7].
For autonomous Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs), i.e. equations in which the rates
of change do not depend explicitly on time, the time variable can be eliminated altogether
by parameterizing the species variables with respect to one another and by applying the
chain rule:
thus
dC_ _ dC_d_S_
~dt ~ ~dS~dt'
so that, iising equations (1.4),
^Z
 = dC/dt = kl(E0-C)S-k2C-k.1C
dS dS/dt -ki(Eo-C)S + k-iC '
As there is no assumption or truncation made to the ODEs in obtaining equation (1.7), its
solution represents the exact relation between 5 and C. Unfortunately, equation (1.7) for
most systems does not have an analytical solution, but an iterative method can be used to
find the solution(s).
Assume an initial guess for C as a function of S:
C = Co(S).
Then differentiate this function with respect to 5 so that dC/dS is a function of S (denoting
dC/dS by C'):
C' = C'Q(S).
Substitute the above into the left-hand side of equation (1.7) arid solve for C, again as
a function of S. The procedures of differentiation and substitution can be repeated to
eventually reach the true solution, provided that the iterations converge [25].
1.3 Singular Perturbation Approaches
Eraser's functional iteration method is a good way to solve a non-linear autonomous dy-
namical system for the slow manifolds. Through enough steps of iteration, the iterates can
asymptotically approach the true result. The drawback with this method, however, is that
it requires that the system is well behaved which means the iteration steps must carry the
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solutions for each step closer and closer to the true one. In reality, not all systems can be
assumed to behave that way, especially when the initial guess is arbitrary. The chance for
these solutions to converge can be significantly improved by having a good initial starting
function. This makes it important for the initial guess to be obtained by other means.
Let us now examine the SSA more closely. If the amount of substrate is large compared
to the amount of enzyme, the Michaelis-Menten reaction can be partitioned into three
separate phases:
1. While 5 is large. E is small, and C is 0, the first step of the reaction takes place very
quickly and C increases very fast until the system enters the second phase.
2. The system reaches a steady state where C and E remain virtually constant and S
decreases slowly. This state remains for most of the overall reaction time.
3. After S has decreased sufficiently to be comparable to EQ (the initial value of E),
the steady state condition no longer holds. The substrate concentration is no longer
enough to tie up the enzyme and C starts to decrease. In the end, all the substrate
is turned into the product.
Through this analysis, one can see that the chemical species involved in a reaction relax
in hierarchical order. By finding and separating the hierarchical order, one can discard
the fast responses while retaining the slow-evolving ones, which are more significant and
can be observed through experiments. One such method is called Singular Perturbation.
This method can not only be related to the steady-state approximation but also provide an
explicit mathematical justification for the assumption of steady state [12].
The Michaelis-Menten mechanism can be used again to illustrate the singular perturba-
tion method. First, some new variables are defined. Notice that all the new variables are
dimensionless, which means they do not have any units:
- -- - -
~ So ' ~
_ — ;, z? + „. _/ — ri 1 .C/( ) I- , Cl —
 u
 '
where So is the initial concentration of S. Throughout this work, lower-case letters are used
to denote species variables that are dimensionless.
With this transformation, equations (1.4) become
s = -s + (s + a - ,3)c, (1.8a)
//,c = s — (s + a)c. (1.8b)
If fji = ^  —> 0, the left-hand side of equation (1.8b) becomes 0 as w7ell. reducing equation
(1.8b) to an algebraic equation. With this algebraic equation, c can be explicitly expressed
as a function of s which can be substituted into equation (1.8a) to give
as
8 = ———-. (1.9)
s + a
The solution of equation (1.9) is an approximation to motion on the slow manifold of
the ODEs as // —> 0. This assertion is made because EQ/SQ is very small, which means,
biochemically speaking, that the enzyme concentration is minute compared to that of the
substrate. This is the same assumption made before. This is in fact a rationale for the
steady-state assumption, and equation (1.9) is the dimensionless form of equation (1.6).
1.4 Hidden Hierarchical Order
While the singular perturbation approach is a good way to separate the relaxation time
scales, some systems have hierarchical relaxation that is hidden and cannot be extracted
by transformation of variables. Therefore, methods that can exploit the hidden order are
in demand.
The next chapter reviews one of the best-known methods (developed by Maas and
Pope [19]) to make visible the hidden order and approximate the slow manifold. As the
results obtained by their method can be compared with the ones produced by our method,
it is necessary to describe it in detail.
Chapter 2
Background Knowledge
2.1 Differences between linear and non-linear systems
2.1.1 Solution of linear ODEs
To understand the reason why non-linear ODEs cannot be analytically solved. The method
used to solve linear ODEs must first be reviewed.
Consider the autonomous system of differential equations that represents a well-mixed
chemical or biochemical system (bold letters are used to denote vectors):
x - f(x), (2.1)
where x is a vector of state variables (e.g., concentrations, temperature) and x is the time
derivative. The solution of equation (2.1) is in the form of x as a function of t. To find the
solution, expand the right hand side (RHS) of the equation about its equilibrium point x*
(the point where x = f(x*) = 0) using a Taylor series. The result is
x = (x-x*) + (x-x :*\T
X*
(x-x*)
df_
dx" (x - x*) + (x - x
*\T (x-x*) + ...
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where the superscript in (x — x*) represents the matrix transpose arid
tensor. For a linear system, everything in f (x) is first-order so that
S2f is the Hessian
X*
<92f
<9x2
_ n
x*
The same assumption is made for all the higher order derivatives. The differential equation
can be exactly written as
Fit
(x-x*). (2.2)Ox
The partial derivative in the equation above is called the Jacobian matrix. Suppose the
components in the vector x are (.TI, x%, • • • , xn) and the components in the vector f are
(/I? /2; • ' • j /n)i then the Jacobian is defined as:
J —
9x2
9/2
9xr,
9fn dfn _ _ _ dfn
dxi 9.T2 dxn
If we define y = x — x*, equation (2.2) can be rewritten as
y = Jy (2.3)
The solution is
y(t) = c^ (2.4)
where the Aj's are unique eigenvalues of J and the Vj's are their corresponding eigenvectors.
The constants denoted by Cj depend on the starting point of the system. The proof of this
solution can be found in most differential equations textbooks [30].
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2.1.2 Non-linear ODEs
Similar ideas involving Jacobians and eigen- analysis can be used to deal with non-linear
systems with some additional considerations. With linear differential equations, because
everything is first order, the partial differentiations leave the Jacobian constant. This is not
the case for a non-linear system because there are second- or higher-order terms that leave
variables in the Jacobian. However, we can evaluate the Jacobian at a point in phase space
by substituting the coordinates of that point into the Jacobian to compute its eigenvalues
and eigenvectors there.
Let xi and X2 be two nearby but otherwise arbitrary points in phase space. Define
The time derivative of <5x, therefore, is
<5x = x2 - xi = f(x2) - f (xi) = f(xi + <Jx)
The Taylor expansion of f (xi + (5x) about the point xi is
f (xi + (he) = f (xi) + Ji5x + . . .
where Ji is the Jacobian evaluated at xi. Substitution of this expansion into <5x = f(xi -f
<5x) - f(xi) with the higher-order terms truncated yields
x fa J1(5x. (2.5)
Using a similar eigenvalue and eigenvector analysis to equation (2.3). equation (2.5) can be
used to gain insight into the local trend of evolution of the trajectories around xi. Globally,
each distinctive point has its unique Jacobian matrix, arid the eigen-analysis is only valid
locally.
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2.2 Classical ILDM method
2.2.1 Questions leading to ILDM
With most chemical systems, there typically are fast and slow reaction processes that take
place on different time scales and divide the course of the overall reaction. The fast processes
relax faster than the slower ones. However, fast processes do not necessarily coincide with
fast elementary reactions. Some reaction steps may have a large rate coefficient, but if
these steps require as their reactants the products of steps with smaller rate coefficients,
their actual reaction rates can be no faster than those of the preceding steps. Therefore,
processes that take place during later time intervals must be equally fast or slower than the
ones that take place during earlier ones, making the overall reaction slower and slower. As
far as chemical species are concerned, we say that they relax in hierarchical order. Singular
perturbation as discussed in the previous section is an example of a method that exploits
this separation of time scales.
The major limitation of singular perturbation is that not all systems can be transformed
into the singular perturbation form, with a small parameter multiplying a time derivative.
Even for the ones that can be, it may be very difficult. For these systems, the hierarchical
order is considered hidden. A better method is needed to exploit the hidden hierarchical
order. The classical ILDM (Intrinsic Low-Dimensional Manifold) method proposed by Maas
and Pope is designed to achieve this.
Based on the discussion in section (2.1), any autonomous ODE (linear or non-linear)
can be Taylor expanded to a form which is generally shown as
(x - x*) + (x - x*)T
<9x2
With the less significant higher order derivatives being assumed to be 0 and the Jacobian
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being denoted by J, the simplified ODE is
<5x = Jdx.
The hierarchical order is hidden in the matrix J and we want to obtain the slower-reacting
processes.
Equation (2.4) is the solution for linear ODEs. It dictates the dynamics of the concen-
tration variables by decomposing the motion into its components along each eigenvector.
The Cj6Aii term multiplying each eigenvector, on the other hand, controls how strongly this
eigenvector influences the overall motion; a higher magnitude means the overall motion is
more parallel to the corresponding eigenvector and vice versa. For a closed chemical or
biochemical system that converges at every local position, the Aj's must all be negative to
assure <5x decrease as t increases. While t increases, the magnitude of the eXii terms de-
crease, especially for those that have more negative Aj's. For these more rapidly decreasing
terms, their influence on the trajectory diminishes as well, and eventually only the terms
that have less negative A,-'s influence the trajectory. Since for linear systems, trajectories
from all over the phase space share the same eigenvalues and eigenvectors, they tend to be
attracted to the same eigenspace spanned by the eigenvectors associated with the less neg-
ative eigenvalues (call these eigenvectors slow eigenvectors). The surface (or hyper-surface)
is called the invariant manifold.
Things are similar for a non-linear ODE except that the Jacobian matrix still contains
concentration variables. The consequence is that it's difficult to compare the magnitudes
of the eigenvalues because they have different values at different places in phase space. To
tackle this problem, real values can be assigned to the concentration variables so that the
Jacobian is similar to that for a linear system. As a drawback, the eigen-analysis is valid only
in the vicinity of the point defined by the values of the variables. In other words, the analysis
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is local as opposed to global, the latter being the case for linear systems. In the global picture
for a nonlinear system, every point in the phase space has its unique Jacobian. hence unique
sets of eigenvalues and eigenvectors. However, other than some special cases, the magnitudes
of eigenvalues and the directions of eigenspaces among points that are close to one another
are similar and depend continuously on the variables. Based on this observation, we can
first analyze the equilibrium point where the influence of each eigenvector is zero and find
the slowest eigenvector (the vector whose corresponding eigenvalue is the least negative).
Then we follow this eigenvector backward in time and this will sketch out a trajectory on
which each point, if allowed to run forward in time, can reach the equilibrium along it.
As long as there are no drastic changes along the path of this trajectory (call it the "slow
trajectory'') such as eigenvalues changing order or real eigenvalues becoming complex, the
chosen slowest eigenvector is the slowest throughout the path. If a stable equilibrium point
can be thought of as a point whose movement is the slowest (no movement at all), then the
slow trajectory is a collection of points, each of which moves faster than the equilibrium
but slower than all other points in its vicinity, excluding ones from the same collection. For
a contracting system, because the influences of the faster eigenvectors diminish, the slowest
eigenvector dictates the flow of a trajectory. Therefore, all trajectories are attracted to the
slow trajectory.
Imagine a phase space that has n dimensions. The number of eigenvectors is n. If they
are all non-degenerate, they can be ranked from the slowest to the fastest according to
their corresponding eigenvalues. The fastest eigenvector is the first one to lose influence;
the second fastest is the second; and so on. As a consequence, a trajectory, starting in
an n-dimensional space, is first attracted to an (n — l)-dimensional space spanned by the
slowest n — 1 eigenvectors. Within this (n — l)-dimensional space, there is an (n — 2)-
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dimensional space spanned by the slowest n — 2 eigenvectors. The process of attracting goes
on and the slow trajectory, which is a one-dimensional space spanned by the single slowest
eigenvector, serves as the last space that attracts trajectories before they reach equilibrium.
These attracting spaces (surfaces) of various dimension are called slow invariant manifolds,
or simply slow manifolds.
The classical ILDM is a method that is designed to find the slow manifolds of a system.
To understand this method, two algebraic operations that are performed on the Jacobian
need to be introduced.
2.2.2 Schur Decomposition
The Schur decomposition is a procedure that can be applied to a square matrix so that the
matrix can be decomposed as the product of three matrices:
A = QHNQ.
The three matrices have some special properties: Q is a unitary matrix (QH = Q"1 where
QH denotes the conjugate transpose of Q: QH = QT). N is an upper triangular matrix
with the diagonal entries being the eigenvalues of A. The columns of Q define the eigenspace
of the original matrix A with the first column denoting the unit eigenvector associated to
the eigenvalue on the first entry of N arid the rest of the columns are adjusted so that they
are orthonormal to each other. The columns other than the first one are not necessarily the
eigenvectors. In fact, they are unlikely to be the eigenvectors. Moreover, the first k column
vectors in Q form a basis for the subspace spanned by the eigenvectors associated with the
first k eigenvalues listed in N.
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2.2.3 Givens Rotation
A Givens rotation rearranges the result of Schur decomposition so that the smallest eigen-
value ends up being the last entry in N and the largest one being the first entry. All the
others on the diagonal of N are in descending order. Suppose there are n columns in Q;
the first A: columns span the fast-decaying or short-lasting eigenspace.
2.2.4 Core ideas of ILDM
Because a slow manifold of a system determines the long-term trend of the trajectories, the
idea of the ILDM is to arrange the velocity vector so that it points in the same direction
as the trend of the trajectories with the fast-evolving components discarded. The way
to accomplish this suggested by Maas and Pope is to find the space (call it S) that is
orthogonal to the long-term trajectories and then find the velocity vectors at certain points
that are exactly orthogonal to S. The key here is to find the subspace that is orthogonal to
the subspace spanned by the slow eigenspace. In a Schur decomposition and after Givens
rotation, the first k columns span the slow eigenspace; the rest of the n — k columns are
orthogonal to the first k columns. Therefore, the subspace spanned by the last n — k columns
is S. If the Givens rotation were arranged in the opposite order, the slow eigenspace is not
necessarily spanned by any combination of columns of Q.
After Schur decomposition and Givens rotation, the next step is to let the velocity vector
be orthogonal to S. If a vector is orthogonal to a space, this vector must be orthogonal to
all the basis vectors; and vice versa. The goal here is to make the velocity vector orthogonal
to the last n — k columns of Q. The sufficient and necessary condition for 2 vectors to be
orthogonal is to make sure their dot product is zero. For two matrices:
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T
V2 = V\ V'2-
Therefore, calculating the dot products of the velocity vector with every one of the last
n — k columns of Q is equivalent to calculating the products of the velocity vector with the
last n — k rows of QH:
H
fl 0
(2.6)
Both Q and v depend on the position in phase space so that only some specific points
have the coordinates that satisfy equation (2.6). These points are the approximated slow
manifold. The manifold is only approximated because the Taylor expansion is truncated.
While ILDM is an ingenious way to expose various levels of slow manifold, it is com-
putationally expensive to apply, primarily because of the calculation of eigenvalues and
eigenvectors for each chosen point in the phase space. We present here a method that ap-
plies the same level of approximation but avoids the time-consuming eigen-decomposition
steps. This method is called Functional Equation Truncation (FET) and will be introduced
in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3
Functional Equation Truncation
Method
FET, like classical ILDM, can be applied to n-dimensioual systems (n being any natural
number) to find an approximation to the fc-dimerisional slow manifold (k < n). To show
how FET works, it's best to start with n = 2, the simplest class of systems, and k = I.
Systems with higher n will be examined next and eventually a general form of FET can be
developed for any n and /c, provided k < n.
3.1 One- dimensional slow manifold in a planar system
An autonomous planar system can be written, in general, as
da-
A slow manifold is a one-dimensional curve in a two-dimensional phase space spanned by
the x and y axes. The slow manifold function should have two variables: x and y. Let us
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parameterize y as a function of x:
Then apply the chain rule to it so that
dy _ dy dx
dt dx dt (3.2)
Equation (3.2) contains the left-hand sides (LHS) of equations (3.1). Substitute the right-
hand sides (RHS) of equations (3.1) into equation (3.2) to obtain
which has two unknowns (y and dy/dx) for each given x. (Since x is the independent
variable in the equation y = y(;r), it is not considered to be an unknown.) This equation is
called the functional equation.
With the functional equation, there are two unknowns and only one equation. The
iterative method discussed by Eraser and Nguyen [7, 22] can be used to deal with this
problem. The drawbacks of this approach are its computational expense and dependence
on reasonably good initial guesses. FET is designed to calculate the initial guess in a more
efficient way. Its algorithm follows.
Let the functional equation be further differentiated with respect to x. The result is
(3.4)
where the primes are used to denote total derivatives with respect to x so that
dx2'
dx x dy
9/2(x,y)
dy
y
y
(3.5a)
(3.5b)
(3.5c)
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Equation (3.4) is independent of the functional equation, and has increased the number
of independent equations by one. However, in the process of obtaining equation (3.4),
another variable, y", is created, leaving the number of equations still short by one. Equation
(3.4) can be further differentiated to create more independent equations but it won't be long
before one realizes that the shortage will never be eliminated. Since increasing the number
of equations does not work so well, the alternative is to cut the number of unknowns that
need to be solved for.
According to Kaper and Kaper [13], the approximation that the classical ILDM method
makes in approximating the slow manifold is to locally linearize the system by neglecting the
curvature. With that being clone to equation (3.4) (in other words, assuming the second-
and higher-order derivatives are negligible), it becomes
y'f((x,y) = ti(x,y), (3.6)
with /{ and f!2 given in equations (3.5). Equation (3.6) is called the truncated equation.
At this point, for each independent x, there are two unknowns: y and y'; there are two
independent equations as well: equations (3.3) arid (3.6). It is now possible to plot a
one-dimensional curve in the two-dimensional space denned by x and y.
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3.2 One-dimensional manifold of a multi-dimensional system
Consider a system that contains n equations with n variables governed by equations of the
general form:
yi = /i(yi,y2,-,yn),
y-2 = h(yi,y2,—<yn),
iin = fn(yi,y2,—,yn)-
Without loss of generality, let yn be the parameterizing variable. In this case, each variable
from yi to yn-\ can be written as
Vm = ym(Vn) (3-7)
where 1 < m < n. Then differentiate each parameterized variable with respect to t to get
dym . _ .
, yn — \)m-dyn
Replace each time derivative with the explicit form from the original ODEs and the result
is
n(yi,y-2,-,yn)^- = /i (2/1,2/2, -,2/n), (3.8a)dyn
n(yi,y2,—,yn)-r- = /2(y i ,y2 , - - - ,yn) , (3.8b)
) ,n~ = fn-i(yi-,y2-----,yn). (3.8c)
"•Vn
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r
Differentiate both sides of each equation with respect to yn (use f/. to denote f k ( y \ , 2/2, • • - , 2/n)
where 1 < k < n):
d2yi dyi
<Jn dyn
,-, ,. n—l
 0 f ,
dfn , V^ "/" "^
dyn % dyn
fn-
i f n f n~l n.r
<%2 <?/n , V^ dfn
\yl dyn \dyn
n-l
,
~ dyt dyn '
TT-^ df-2 dyj
i dyn
dfn df
dyn dyn
01* 7i —1 ,-, />
dfn-l ^ Of n-l
dyn
Assume the derivatives of second and higher orders are negligible and the system becomes:
dyi
dyn
dyn
dyn-i
dyn
'.-,. n-l .-N,, ,
djn V"^ OJn dyi
dyn f-^ dyi dyn
• f t , n-l a, , "
ujn V^ C'/n dyi
—— + > —— — '• —
dyn ~^ dyi dyn
dfn , V^ ®fn dyi
dyn f-^ dyi dyn
dfi
 +
dyn
dyn
dfn-l
dyn
n—l
 0 , ,
v^ dfi dyi
^ dyi dyn '
n— 1 n f i
v-^ of -z dyi
f~{ dyt dyn '
Y^ dfn-i dyi
^ % dyn '
(3.9a)
(3.9b)
(3.9c)
With the combination of equations (3.8) and (3.9), there are 2(n— 1) equations with 2(n — 1)
unknowns.
3.3 Multi-dimensional manifold of a multi-dimensional sys-
tem
Suppose that the system is n-dimensional and that we want to find ap-dimensional manifold.
At least locally, a manifold is the graph of a function [27]. Suppose z is the vector containing
all the species concentrations. Partition z into (y, x) where y is an (n — p)-vector of
dependent variables and x is a p-vector of independent variables. If this partitioning is
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appropriately chosen, it should be possible to parameterize y by x, i.e. to write y.j
y i ( x i , X 2 , •-.. Xp). Apply the chain rule:
Since there are n — p «/'s, there will be n — p equations like the one above. Then take
derivatives of each of the equations with respect to each of the Xj 's:
„ . n—p „ . ,.
vyi \~^ vyi dyk
7T- +
^ dyk dxj
dxk dy
~
Xk
 ' °~
 l Q
- ' ^ dym dxj
(3.11)
There will be one equation like the one above for each pair of y and x. Therefore, there are
(n — p}p equations. With the second derivatives in equation (3.11)
_____ \
dxkdxj )
discarded, the FET approximation is:
ft — 'P P / Tl — J J . \
_____' I \ —— ^ I _____ I \ ._——_ .'?-.—— I / Q 1 O j
xj
 k=l yk xj k=l xk y xj m=i ym Xj j
At this point, there are in total n — p+ (n — p)p equations. The number of unknowns is the
same because all the y's are unknown and there are (71 — p)p additional ones—namely the
derivatives ^-.
The rules for splitting dependent and independent variables are:
1. Try to avoid asymptotes. Ensure that no chosen value of an independent variable can
make any of the corresponding dependent variables ±00.
2. Quantities that can be easily measured are preferred as independent variables. If the
model is used to guide experiments, we want experimental data to be used as chosen
values of the independent variables.
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Chapter 4
Two-dimensional system results
from FET
4.1 Davis and Skodje's system
The majority of non-linear systems cannot be solved analytically. That's why model sim-
ulation and reduction methods are necessary. However, to test how close the results from
model reduction methods are to the real solution, test systems can be designed which have
an analytical solution for the slow manifold. One such system has been introduced by Davis
and Skodje [4]:
x = -x, (4.1a)
where 7 > 1.
Let us first calculate the exact slow manifold.
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4.1.1 Analytical slow manifold
Equation (4. la) can be solved with one of the methods that solve linear differential equations
and the solution is
x = xQe~\ (4.2)
where XQ is a constant and depends on the initial condition. To integrate equation (4.1b),
the Method of Integration Factor needs to be reviewed.
Suppose a system is written, in a general case, as
f + P(*)l/= *(*)• (4.3)
Multiply both sides of this equation by //, which is a function of t, to obtain
^ + W(t)y = i.t,g(t). (4.4)
The reason for n is so that the LHS of equation (4.3) can be written as a derivative form:
^(W) =
 M(t). (4.5)
To ensure that equation (4.4) and equation (4.5) are the same, ^ has to satisfy
A = P(*)MJ
which can be easily solved to yield
M = efp(Vdt. (4.6)
Equation (4.5), with both sides integrated with respect to dt, becomes
W= (w(t)}dt + C,
where C is another constant. Substitute equation (4.6) into it to obtain the general solution
for y:
ft^'9(t))dt + c,}. (4.7)
J
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To relate the general solution to the system of interest,
p(t) = 7, (4.8a)
(7 — l)x + 7'x
Then split g(t) into two parts. Substitute equation (4.2) into it to replace x:
xoe~*
(l+x0e- f)2 '
Equation (4.6) can be transformed once equations (4.8) are substituted into it. Let's look
at the difficult part of the equation:
Performing the integral, one finds that it equals exactly
I +
For the obvious part of equation (4.6),
With the parts solved, equation (4.6) is written as
A slow manifold is the solution of a system with the fast-relaxing part discarded. Therefore,
equation (4.9) needs to be separated into parts according to their relaxation rates. Since
7 > 1, the second part decays faster than the first part and the slow manifold is
Because
x = xoe~*,
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the analytical slow manifold becomes
4.1.2 FET solution
Let us now follow the FET procedure described in section (3.1) to calculate an approximate
slow manifold.
Divide equation (4.1b) by equation (4. la) to obtain the functional equation
Differentiate both sides of it with respect to x to get
/ , „ i 7y + xy = jy - (1 +x)
Let y" = 0 so that it becomes the truncated equation:
With equations (4.11) and (4.12) combined, y' can be eliminated and the result is an
equation with only x and y:
This is the FET approximation to the slow manifold and it is exactly the same as that ob-
tained from the classical ILDM method [4.19]. To compare it with the exact slow manifold,
Figure (4.1) is shown which contains equation (4.13) and (4.10) as well as the trajectories
plotted using numerical integration methods. As we can see, the approximate results are
very close to the true slow manifold, and the trajectories appear to be attracted to them.
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Figure 4.1: Evolution of trajectories (dashed lines) defined by the system of equations (4.1)
starting from 20 different initial points, with 7 — 10.0. The bold solid line in the center
is the exact slow manifold. The calculated ILDM, represented by equation (4.13), is the
dotted line which is slightly above the solid line and is hard to see because it is very close
to the slow manifold.
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4.2 Michaelis-Menten system
As mentioned in Chapter (1), the Michaelis-Menten system is
S = ~ki(Eo - C)S + k-iC,
C = ki(Eo - C}S - k2C - k-iC.
By defining
e =f c _ l f f e _ 2 ' f c _ i + f c _ 2 '
the system becomes
s = -s(l - c) + ac, (4.14a)
c= 8 ( 1 ~ c ) ~ c > (4.14b)
where s = ds/dr and c = dc/dr. Note that some of the symbols used here are previously
used in section (1.3) but they don't necessarily denote the same thing. The evolution of
trajectories generated by numerical simulation methods is shown in figure (4.2)
Let c be parameterized as a function of s: c = c(s) so that
dc dc ds
dr ds dr'
which is, in another form,
c = c's, (4.15)
where d — dc/ds. By substituting s and c from equations (4.14) into equation (4.15). we
can obtain the functional equation:
e[-s(l - c) + ac]c' = s(l - c) - c. (4.16)
Differentiate both sides of equation (4.16) with respect to s to get
(sc + ac + c. — l)c' + [ac — s(l — c)] c" = ——-——-———. (4.17)
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Figure 4.2: The trajectories governed by the two-dimensional Michaelis-Menten system as
in equations (4.14) with the coefficients being a = 0.6 and e — 5. The trajectories are shown
as dashed lines and each point where a trajectory meets the axes is its initial condition. Note
that the trajectories tend to converge toward a central curve, which is the slow manifold
we wish to approximate.
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By assuming c" = 0, we can transform equation (4.17) into the truncated equation:
1 __ f> —— Gf^ —— f*
(4.18)
With equations (4.16) and (4.18) combined, d can be eliminated so that for each chosen s,
there is a corresponding c. These equations are solved numerically to yield the approximate
slow manifold shown in figure (4.3).
Figure (4.4) contains the approximated slow manifold together with the trajectories. It
shows that the approximate slow manifold is close to exact.
4.3 Lindemann Mechanism
As another example, the Lindemann mechanism will be examined in this section. This
mechanism was first proposed by F. A. Lindemann in 1922 [18] and it represents chemical
reactions that have the general form
A + A ^ A + B,k-i
B ^ P,
k-2
where A is the reactant, B is the energized form of A, and P is the product. With the same
letter denoting both the chemical species and its concentration, the rate equations for this
mechanism are
HA
- , (4.19a)
+ k-2P, (4.19b)
CIC
dP
— = kzB-k-zP. (4.19c)
CLL
There is also a mass-conservation equation:
A + B + P = AQ, (4.20)
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Figure 4.3: The plot of the FET approximation (solid line), as well as the ILDM approx-
imation (dashed line), to the slow manifold for the Michaelis-Menten system. The values
for the coefficients are: a = 0.6 and e = 5. Note that the dotted line cannot be seen
because results from these two methods are too close to each other (if not identical) and
they overlap.
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Figure 4.4: The combination of figures (4.2) and (4.3). The dashed lines are the trajectories
and the solid line is the approximate slow manifold computed by both FET and classical
ILDM methods. The coefficient values are still a = 0.6 and e = 5. Notice that, again, the
trajectories tend to converge toward the slow manifold, and the approximate slow manifold
is very close to it.
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where AQ is the initial value of .4, and the initial B and P are both 0, which is often how this
kind of reaction is started. By applying equation (4.20) to the rate equations (4.19), they
can be simplified to omit equation (4.19c). To non-dimensionalize the system, we define the
following variables and coefficients:
and equation (4.19) can be rewritten as
a = -a2 + aab, (4.21a)
b = a2 -aab-b + 0(aQ-a-b). (4.21b)
The phase-portrait of this non-dimensionalized system is shown in figure (4.5). Notice that
because we treat this system as being fully reversible, the equilibrium point is not at the
origin.
To compute the FET approximation of the slow manifold, let 6 be parameterized by a.
Its time derivative is
6 = b'a. (4.22)
By substituting b and a from equations (4.21) into equation (4.22), we obtain the functional
equation:
a2 - aab ~b + [3(aQ - a - b) = b'(-a2 + aab). (4.23)
Differentiate both sides of equation (4.23) with respect to a to get
2a - a(b + ab') - b' + 0(-l - b') = b"(-a + aab) + b'[-2a + a(b + ab')}.
The truncated equation is obtained by assuming b" = 0:
2o - a(b + ab') -b' + j3(-l- b') = b'[-2a + a(b + ab')}. (4.24)
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Figure 4.5: The evolution of trajectories starting from different initial points. They ap-
pear to converge first to a one-dimensional curve (the slow manifold) before eventually
approaching the equilibrium point. The coefficients are chosen to be a = (3 = OQ = 1.
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1
By combining equations (4.23) and (4.24) to eliminate b'. we get the approximate slow
manifold which is shown in figure (4.6). Figure (4.7) is shown in order to compare the tra-
jectories with the approximate slow manifold. It is merely a combination of figures (4.5) and
(4.6). The trajectories tend to converge to the approximate slow manifolds and approach
the equilibrium point along it. This means the analytical results are very consistent with
the numerical ones.
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Figure 4.6: The FET-approximated slow manifold for the Lindemann mechanism (solid
line). The ILDM approximation is shown as well in dotted line although they overlap with
each other. The coefficients remain the same as that in figure (4.5) which is a = 8 = a,Q = I.
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Figure 4.7: The approximate slow manifold (solid line) together with the numerically sim-
ulated trajectories (dashed lines) for the Lindemann mechanism. The coefficients are the
same as those used in figures (4.5) and (4.6), i.e. a = 13 = ao = 1.
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Chapter 5
One-dimensional manifold of a
three-dimensional system
While the slow manifold of a two-dimensional system is one-dimensional, we can have
either one- or two-dimensional manifolds for a three-dimensional system. With our FET
method, if only one of the three variables is chosen to be independent and the other two are
parameterized with respect to it, the approximate slow manifold is one-dimensional; on the
other hand, if two variables are chosen to be independent, the result is an approximation to
a two-dimensional slow manifold. In this chapter, the approximation of a one-dimensional
manifold is shown for the Extended Michaelis-Menten system. The results for the two-
dimensional manifold of a three-dimensional system are presented in the next chapter.
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5.1 Rate equations
The system used in this section is a modified version of the Michaelis-Menten mechanism
from section 4.2 with one more species introduced. The mechanism is
E + S ^ C & F^E + P.
k-i fc_2
The added species is F, which like the enzyme-reactant complex C, is the enzyme-product
complex: F = EP. This mechanism is called the Extended Michaelis-Menten mechanism
(EMM), and it has been previously studied [28].
The system can be modelled by five equations:
E = -
S = -kiES + fc-iC, (5.1b)
F = k-2C - /c_2F - k3F, (5.1d)
P = k3F. (5.1e)
There are two mass-conservation equations:
F + E + C = EO, (5.2a)
S + C + F + P = So. (5.2b)
By using the conserved masses, two equations in (5.1) can be eliminated, the remaining
ones containing the same information as the complete set. The ones we chose to eliminate
are equations (5. la) and (5.1e). The other three equations can be rewritten, with E being
replaced by EQ - F - C and P being replaced by SQ - F - C - S, as
+ k-lC, (5.3a)
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C = kiES - k-iC - k-iC + k-2F, (5.3b)
F = k-2C - k-2F - k.3F. (5.3c)
To non-dimensionalize equations (5.3), define
s = 5fei/fe_i, c = C/Eo, f = F/E0,
T = kiEot, e = kiEo/k-i. 0 = k-2/k-i,
The transformed rate equations are
/ = /3C"7e/"a/, (5.4a)
c = g ( l - / -c) -c- /?c + 7/; (5.4b)
s = -s(l - / - c) + c. (5.4c)
The dynamics of equations (5.4) is illustrated in figure (5.1).
5.2 FET implementation
To find the one-dimensional manifold, two of the variables are parameterized by the other
one which is chosen to be the independent variable. In this case, s is the choice because
its value can be any positive real number without making the other variables reach an
asymptotic infinity. The other two variables are parameterized with respect to s: f ( s ) and
c(,s). The derivatives of these two dependent variables with respect to the non-dimensional
time T are
(5.5b)
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Figure 5.1: Evolution of the system defined by equations (5.4) in three-dimensional space
(a = 0.1, (3 = 1, 7 = 1, e = 1). Note that all trajectories approach a central one,
the one-dimensional slow manifold. The one-dimensional slow manifold lies within a two-
dimensional manifold which all trajectories are attracted to before approaching the one-
dimensional manifold.
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where, again,
df • dc . ds
—— = /. — = c, — = s.dr dr dr
Substitute equations (5.4) into equations (5.5) arid the result is the set of functional equa-
tions
r ,, , x . n ,/ /fc-(7 + a)/[-,s(l - / - c) + c]f = ————————, (5.6a)
\ (^ f ^ j. i ' *(l-/-c)-c(l + /3) +
 7/[—s(l — / — c) + cjc = ——————:——————————. (5.6b)
Take derivatives of both side of each equation with respect to s to obtain
fc' - ^T-f = f"\-s(l - / - c) + c] + /'[-I + / + c + (s + l)c' + s/'], (5.7a)
1
~ ^ ~
c
-
8 +
 ^
 + /?
</+ll-g// = C"[_.S(1_/_C)+C]+C'[_1+/+C+(S+1)C'+S/'], (5.7b)
in which
, d/ , dc/ = —- and c = -—.
ds ds
Let c" = /" « 0 so that equations (5.7) can be transformed into the truncated equations
l_-£-_c _ s + l + pj
 + 2^s_f, = c/hl + f + c+(g + ly + gf^ (5_ga)
fc' ~ ——^ = /'H1 + / + c + (* + 1)^ + «/']• (5-8b)
With equations (5.6) and (5.8) combined, there are four equations. For each given s,
there are four unknowns as well: /, c, c', and /'. Therefore, each s can be brought into
correspondence with one or more sets of / and c values.
5.3 Solutions
To solve this set of equations, the Newton-Raphson method for solution of sets of nonlinear
algebraic equations needs to be reviewed [21,23]. Suppose the equation to be solved is
f (x) = 0,
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where f arid x are both vectors in n-dimensional space. Let x-i be the approximate root
generated in step i. The Taylor expansion of f ( x ) with respect to this point is
f (X) « f (Xi) + J (Xi) [X - X|] ,
plus some higher order terms which we neglect. J (xj) is the n x n Jacobian at ,TJ whose
elements are defined as
9fk
Because f (x) = 0, an improved root is obtained by solving for Xj+i in
0 = f(x1)+J(xi)[x i + i-x l] . (5.9)
Define
xi+i - X} = Ax.
Equation (5.9) becomes
This equation can be solved by mathematical software such as Maple© using
LinearSolve ( J (xi) , -f (xi) )
or similar methods. Then Xj+i can be obtained by
xi+1 = Ax + Xi
and the iteration process goes on.
For each s, in our case, there is a four-dimensional vector to be solved for. namely
r 1T
\ f
 c ji (J . If the s values are chosen close enough to each other, these points can
be connected to form a one-dimensional curve, which is the approximate one-dimensional
slow manifold and is shown in figure (5.2).
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Figure 5.2: The approximated slow manifolds of the Extended Michaelis-Menten system
(with parameter values a = 0.1, /3 — 1, 7 = 1, and e = 1) by both classical ILDM (dashed)
and our FET method (solid). Note that the two lines are indistinguishable from each other.
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The Newton-Raphson method is used for both FET and the classical ILDM methods to
solve the relevant algebraic equations. The software used for the implementation is Maple.
Except for the core algorithm, the rest of the numerical calculation for both methods is
done with the same method. All calculations are carried out on the same computer in order
to compare the computer times required by the two methods. Because the classical ILDM
method requires the computation of eigenvalues of the Jacobian for each local point, it is
expected to be slower than the FET method. The results agree with this conjecture. With
200 values of s chosen, it takes the ILDM method 36.46 seconds to finish the computation,
whereas FET requires only 1.72 seconds.
Along with the realistic results, there can be one or more artificial manifolds obtained
for each model. These manifolds represent non-physical solutions of the original system. A
more detailed discussion on artificial manifolds is provided by Bykov et al [2]. Figure 5.3 is
a plot of one such manifold for the Extended Michaelis-Menten system. This manifold can
easily be distinguished from the correct slow manifold because it is not physically acceptable.
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Figure 5.3: The artificial manifold computed by FET for EMM. Notice that the manifold
resides on negative part of c. Since c stands for the concentration of a chemical species, its
value must always be non-negative. Therefore, this manifold is unrealistic.
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Chapter 6
Two-dimensional manifold of a
three-dimensional system
The calculation of a two-dimensional manifold is also tested using the Extended Michaelis-
Meriten mechanism. Equations (5.4) are the reduced arid rion-dimensiorialized rate equa-
tions for this mechanism. To obtain an approximation to the two-dimensional slow manifold,
one of the variables is chosen to be the dependent one and the other two become the inde-
pendent ones. In this case, / is the dependent one and s and c the independent ones such
that / can be written as
The derivative of the parameterized / is
dr dc dr ds dr'
or. equivalently,
f = ~^c+-^~J- (6-1)
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Substitute /, s, and c from equations (5.4) into equation (6.1) to get the functional equation:
Differentiate equation (6.1) with respect to the independent variable c to obtain the
independent equation
Of df df d'2f . df (dc dc df\ d'2f . Of ( ds ds df\
_±_ I _•>_ _i_ — _«_ f, i _•!_ I ___ I __ _J_ I i •> i i _•>_ I _ I __ _•_ I iR o\
dc df dc dc2 dc \dc df dc) dcds ds\dc df dc)' { }
Truncate the second-order partial derivatives in equation (6.3) to obtain the approximate
equation:
df (6.4)dc) ds \dc df dc) '
This is the general truncated equation in the process of finding the two-dimensional ap-
proximate slow manifold of a three-dimensional system. For the EMM mechanism, all the
time-derivatives in equation (6.4) are replaced by equations (5.4). yielding the truncated
equation
0 -j + adf df \-s-l-p
— — ————— TT- — -7J-
€ e. dc ac +
j d f ] d f
~»~ M~ T"dc as
To get the second truncated equation, let equation (6.2) be differentiated with respect to
s and truncate the local curvature terms. With the intermediate steps omitted, the second
truncated equation for EMM is
e ds dc
a/
ds ds (6.6)
At this point, there are three equations: (6.2), (6.5), and (6.6); and three unknowns for each
o f f) f _
set of s arid c: /, ^, and -^. The solution, plotted in a three-dimensional space defined by
s. c, and /, is a surface as shown in figure (6.1). To show the accuracy and consistency of
the FET method, the calculated two-dimensional surface above is compared to trajectories
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Figure 6.1: Two-dimensional FET-approximated slow manifold of the Extended Michaelis-
Menten system in a three-dimensional space. The parameter values are the same as for
figure (5.2), that is, a = 0.1, 0 = 1, 7 = 1, and e = 1. The grid surface is the two-
dimensional slow manifold. The dotted line that runs through the surface and reaches the
origin is the one-dimensional slow manifold. Additional trajectories that start on the edge
of the surface are shown (solid lines converging towards the central curve). Notice that once
a trajectory reaches either the one- or two- dimensional slow manifold, it does not leave it.
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generated using numerical simulation as well as to the approximate one-dimensional slow
manifold calculated in section (5.3).
For each point on a trajectory there are three coordinates (s. c. /). There are three coor-
dinates (s, c, /a(s, c)) associated with each point on the manifold as well, with /a(s. c) being
the approximated one. The manifold is compared to one of the trajectories by calculating
the relative error
/
The result is shown in figure (6.2). It shows that / and f a ( s , c ) diverge at first but ap-
proach each other asymptotically and eventually both reach the origin. Theoretically, the
FET manifold should approach the slow manifold asymptotically as time proceeds. The
reason for the divergence in figure (6.2) is that the initial point of the trajectory is chosen
to be EXACTLY on the FET manifold. It is, however, the slow manifold that the trajec-
tory is attracted to. As a consequence, it leaves the FET manifold for the slow manifold.
Everything eventually comes together as a result of the FET manifold and the slow man-
ifold approaching each other asymptotically. Notice that even at the peak of the plot in
figure (6.2), the 6 value is still small which means the FET surface is quite close to the slow
manifold.
A similar comparison method was used between the one-dimensional and two-dimensional
FET. In principle, the one-dimensional ILDM should be exactly embedded in the two-
dimensional ILDM. Numerically, this appears to be true for the FET-approxiniated mani-
folds (not shown).
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Figure 6.2: Relative error S as a function of time. The numerical simulation is done using
xppaut [5]. With all the parameter values being the same as for figure 6.2, the initial point
is (s, c. /) = (20,0,0.4820815) which is exactly on the two-dimensional FET surface.
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Chapter 7
Discussion and Conclusion
Most closed chemical systems relax in hierarchical order eventually reaching the equilibrium
point. Many model reduction methods exploit this relaxation order to discard the fast scales
and obtain the slow ones. Singular perturbation is a method that relies on insights into the
nature of the reaction to redefine variables so that one or more of the differential equations
can be reduced to plain algebraic equation(s). With the algebraic equation(s) combined, a
geometric surface (the slow manifold) can be constructed. This method is widely researched
and used. However, the transformation of axes requires a great deal of analytical work for
each system. Moreover, the hierarchical orders are not always obvious.
The classical ILDM method is a way to overcome both disadvantages associated with
singular perturbation theory. Its implementation is largely automated and it exploits the
hidden hierarchical orders which are, in many cases, difficult for the singular perturbation
method to expose. However, because it involves obtaining the eigen-decomposition of the
Jacobian matrix for each point along the slow manifold, the amount of computation required
by this method can be enormous. For systems with high dimension, this problem can be
critical.
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The computational singular perturbation (CSP) method [10,14-16] is a combination
of the conventional singular perturbation method and the classical ILDM method. It uses
eigen-decomposition of the Jacobian to distinguish the slow-evolving directions from the
fast-evolving ones, arid transforms the variables accordingly so that each new variable is
parallel to one of the eigenvectors of the Jacobian before the transformation. In contrast to
the conventional singular perturbation method, the calculations using CSP are done in an
automatic and programmable fashion.
FET, inspired by the underlying ideas of the classical ILDM as explained by Kaper
and Kaper [13], can approximate the slow manifold faster while generating results with
the same degree of accuracy. It discards local curvature by algebraic means to avoid the
computationally expensive calculation of eigenvalues and eigenvectors as required by both
classical ILDM and CSP. The parameterization of dependent variables in terms of indepen-
dent variables generates the functional equation(s) whose derivatives with respect to the
independent variables, after discarding the local curvature, produces the truncated equa-
tion^). With values assigned to the independent variables, the dependent variables can be
found. For many systems, FET and classical ILDM generate approximations very close to
the real ones. To get the exact slow manifold, Eraser's iterative method [7] can become the
method of choice.
Eraser's method involves the iteration of the functional equation whose results after each
step asymptotically approach the true slow manifold. This method, like most other iterative
methods, requires an initial guess. Depending on the system, the closeness of the initial
guess to the slow manifold is very important and trivial guesses are very likely to fail. FET,
as well as classical ILDM, can be used as a way to obtain the initial guesses to feed into
such an iterative method. Taking FET, for example, the set of equations (functional and
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truncated) contains both the dependent variables and the first-order local derivatives, and
all of them can be solved for given values of the independent variables. The local derivatives
can be used to initialize the iterative algorithm. Davis et al [4,29] have applied ILDMs as
initial guess for the iterative algorithm. Depending on the number of iterative steps taken,
the result can be as close as desired to the slow manifold.
These model reduction methods can be categorized based on whether or not they return
"local1' results. Local results are points on the slow manifold obtained from a method
without the construction of the whole or a portion of the manifold. In this sense, both FET
and classical ILDM methods are local; singular perturbation. CSP. and Eraser's iterative
methods are not because they return the whole slow manifold as a function.
There is a way, theoretically, for the FET method to locally generate an asymptotically
accurate approximation to a slow manifold. Taking equations (5.7) for example, we could
choose not to truncate them to generate the truncated equations (5.8). Instead, further
derivatives can be taken with respect to the independent variable (s) to produce another
set of equations which has higher derivatives d" and /"'. These third-order derivatives can
be assumed 0 to give higher-order truncated equations. With two more equations and two
more unknowns (c" and /") than before, they can still be solved, and the results in this
case are theoretically more accurate than the second-order truncation. If one is still not
satisfied with this degree of approximation, even higher derivatives can be taken arid so on.
Nonetheless, it is not applicable in practice because as the number of unknowns increases,
the number of solution sets increases as well, and it requires great effort, if possible, to find
the realistic solution.
FET serves as a faster version of Maas arid Pope's classical ILDM method and their
results have been shown to be very close to each other. The obvious question to ask is
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whether or riot they produce exactly identical results. Their results can be shown to be
identical at least for Davis and Skodje's two-dimensional model discussed in section 4.1. As
for the general case, either way hasn't been proven.
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